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Intermec CK3B handheld mobile computer
(CK3B20N00E100)
CK3B Wireless Handheld Computer, Alphanumeric, 128MB/512MB, WLAN 802.11a/b/g,
Bluetooth, EA 20X, 2D Area, WM6.1
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 990.12 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 207.93 €

Product details:
Product code: CK3B20N00E100
EAN:
Manufacturer: Intermec

1,198.05 €
* VAT included
- Highly adaptable to meet ever-changing data capture and communication needs
- Built on a robust architecture required to successfully support in-premise applications
- Latest generation of imaging technology for outstanding scanning productivity
- Speech and voice functionality support today's requirements for increased productivity
- Loaded with SmartSystems for automatic, remote device management
- RFID enabled via snap-on reader handle
Product Overview
A broad range of data collection and communication features form the foundation for the Intermec CK3 mobile
computer, enabling it to adapt to a variety of in-premise applications. The CK3 supports businesses in their pursuit to
improve their operational performance metrics, simplify IT support and control operating costs.
The CK3 packs a breadth of capabilities into a slim case, allowing users to easily and comfortably adapt to everchanging data capture and communications needs, both today and in the future.
With image capture, revolutionary imager-based scanning, optional RFID reader, speech and voice-all supported by
802.11a/b/g and Bluetooth® radio communication-enterprises can avoid the expense and complexity of deploying a
series of single-purpose devices to meet a variety of data collection and communication needs.
The CK3 embeds Intermec's latest generation of imaging technology for outstanding scanning productivity and
compliance to the most recent industry standards. Intermec imaging technology delivers fast 1D and 2D barcode
scanning, unmatched performance on poor quality and damaged barcodes, and unmatched flexibility in scanning range.
Intermec has combined best-of-class platform components including the latest Microsoft embedded operating system,
Windows Mobile 6.1, and Cisco® Compatible Extensions (CCX) certification, ensuring seamless interoperability with
Cisco wireless networks, to provide the robust architecture required to successfully extend enterprise applications to the
CK3.
For seamless migration from prior Intermec computers and proven, out-of-the-box integration with many warehouse and
retail systems, the CK3 is available with Intermec Terminal Emulator (ITE) and Intermec Browser (IB) software.
Designed and tested to optimize CK3 performance in emulation environments, ITE connects the CK3 to host
applications using terminal emulation and features support for multiple host sessions, security, session persistence and
a complete set of data collection options. Using IB, a data collection browser, web applications can leverage advanced
CK3 imaging and RFID features while ensuring that user access is limited to pre-approved websites.
For fast and easy device deployment and maintenance, the CK3 also supports Intermec's SmartSystems. Connect
computers to the network, configure settings, and install software remotely to lower IT effort and reduce total cost of
ownership.
The CK3 meets rugged, standards-based environmental specifications for the rigors of warehouse use, but in a slim,
well-balanced form factor appropriate for an in-store setting. The CK3 has uniquely combined an 89mm (3.5 in) QVGA
display with a keyboard design comfortable enough for single-handed use.

Mobile worker productivity can be boosted when the CK3 is coupled with the convenience of Intermec mobile printers,
such as the PB42 receipt printer and PB50 label printer.
Main specifications:

Display
Display diagonal:
Display resolution:
Touchscreen:
Display:
Display number of colours:

3.5 "
240 x 320 pixels
Y
TFT
65536 colours

Memory
Internal memory:
Flash memory:

128 MB
512 MB

Processor
Processor frequency:
Built-in processor:

520 MHz
PXA270

GPS Performance
GPS (satellite):

N

Networking
Networking features:

WLAN, WPAN

Wireless LAN features
Wi-Fi:
Security algorithms:

Y
128-bit WEP,256-bit WEP,64-bit WEP,WPA

Data transmission
Bluetooth:
Bluetooth version:

Y
2.0+EDR

Camera
Built-in camera:

N

Operational conditions
Storage temperature (T-T):
Operating relative humidity (H-H):
Operating temperature (T-T):

-20 - 70 °C
5 - 95 %
-10 - 50 °C

Power
Battery capacity:
Battery technology:
Power supply:

2000 mAh
Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion)
7.4 W

Weight & dimensions
Weight:
Width:
Depth:
Height:

453 g
83.6 mm
216.6 mm
36.2 mm

Technical details
Colour of product:
Phone function:
RFID reader:
Barcode reader:

Black
N
N
Y

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

